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Company Overview
MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC is a privately owned German company based in Surrey,
England which provides construction solutions in the specialist steel and glass roof, atrium and
facade market, the bespoke curtain walling market and the raised access floor market throughout
the United Kingdom.
As part of the TSK Group of companies, MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC has both the local
knowledge and expertise to provide innovative solutions to complex structures as well as the full
backing and expertise of the international organisation, specifically MERO-TSK in Germany and
SCHMIDLIN-TSK in Switzerland.
As pioneers of the space-frame structure and of pre-fabricated unitised curtain walling, our
Group is constantly evolving and developing leading edge structural solutions that push forward
the possibilities of building design through both modular system and fully bespoke and innovative
structural solutions.
MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC is proud to have been significantly involved in many of the
UK's landmark buildings, sharing the passion and commitment of our clients to delivering excellence.
The Foundations of MERO
Developed in Germany in the late 1930's by Dr.Ing Max-Mengeringhausen, the MERO
spaceframe is an efficient and economical structural solution designed to span large distances,
with minimal structure and support. 1943 saw the foundation of the company MEngeringhausen
ROhrbauweise (MERO) in Berlin, Germany, and the beginning of production of the node and tube
spaceframe that remains virtually unchanged and still very much in demand more than 60 years
later.
The Foundations of SCHMIDLIN
SCHMIDLIN was founded in 1936 as a carpentry and joinery firm. In 1954 the first
aluminium/wood windows were produced setting Schmidlin on the path which has lead to
bespoke unitised curtain walling. Schmidlin has developed into a leading manufacturer of facade
systems of high complexity with many technical developments to its credit over the years.
The Forming of MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC
MERO (UK) PLC was established in the UK in 1988. In October 2004, following the administration of MERO GmbH & Co KG in Germany, the MERO group of companies were acquired by
German entrepreneurs Guenther and Ingeborg Troester and the assets of MERO GmbH contributed to the formation of a new German company, MERO-TSK International GmbH & Co KG.
With the independence from financial institutions gained from this acquisition, the MERO
group is at it's strongest and most secure position ever. The financial strength of TSK, together
with its commitment to developing its entry into construction, has been further demonstrated
when, in February 2006, following the administration of Schmidlin AG Facade Technology in Switzerland, the Troester family acquired the assets of this company and re-formed the operation as
Schmidlin-TSK. The name of MERO (UK) PLC was changed to MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC in
October 2006.
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Group Structure

Manufacturing Facilites

MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC is part of the TSK-Group of companies which controls a number of
divisions of both MERO and SCHMIDLIN throughout the world. These divisions enable the TSK
Group to manage construction projects in whatever region of the world they are based.

MERO-TSK and SCHMIDLIN-TSK both own large manufacturing and fabrication facilities, enabling them to fabricate elements for large projects which require a specialist bespoke facade or
structure. In-house manufacturing allows greater control over quality and delivery, aiding the success of the projects we are involved in.

SCHMIDLIN-TSK have a large design and manufacturing
facility in Aesch, Switzerland. These facilities comprise of the
following:

Private Owners
Guenther & Ingeborg Troester

MERO-TSK GmbH & Co.KG

Schmidlin-TSK AG

Wuerzburg, Germany
Steel and Glass Structures

Aesch, Switzerland
Curtain Walling

• 32,000m2 of land
• 20,000m2 Manufacturing and Office Space
• Test Cetre for Windows and Curtain Walling
• Powder Coating Plant
• Engineering Department
• Manufacturing and Assembly
SCHMIDLIN-TSK Headquarters, Aesch, Switzerland

MERO Italiana SpA
Verona
Italy

MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC
Camberley, UK & Ireland

SCHMIDLIN-TSK GmbH
Berlin
Design Office

MERO-TSK has a number of design and manufacturing
facilities in three locations throughout Germany.
Headquarters (Wurzburg)
• 5,600m2 Office Space
• Engineering Department
• Powder Coating Plant

MERO Benelux N.V.

MERO-SCHMIDLIN Russia

SARL Schmidlin-TSK

Wuustwezel
Belgium

Moscow
Eastern Europe

St. Louis
France

MERO Structures (M) Sdn. Bhd

MERO Asia Pacific

Kuala Lumpur
Malayasia

Singapore
Far East

R

International GmbH & Co. KG

Manufacturing facilites (Prichsenstadt)
• 65,000m2 in total of land
(16,500m2 for Construction Systems)
• 34,000m2 of Manufacturing and Storage
(7,000m2 Manufacturing + 9,000m2 Storage for Construction
Systems)
Manufacturing facilites (Boxberg)
• 7,500m2 of land
• 4,800m2 of Manufacturing
• 1,800m2 of Storage

MERO-TSK Headquarters, Wurzburg, Germany

MERO-TSK, Boxberg, Germany

MERO-TSK, Prichsenstadt, Germany

MERO Middle East LLC
Dubai
Gulf Area

Coventry University
Coventry University has recently expanded with the creation of two new high-tech buildings destined to become a
flagship for the university and a landmark in the city centre. Designed to house the Faculty of Engineering and Computing, the new site comprises of a six storey tiered Science building next to a lower level Nature block. Each building
forms an ‘L’ shape, with both buildings connected by a four storey glazed link.
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Client: Coventry University
Architect: Arup Associates
Construction Manager: Vinci Construction Ltd
Completed: 2012
Scope of works: Design, manufacture and
installation of building envelope which includes a
bespoke hexagonal timber facade.

Kings Cross, Eastern Goods Yard, London
Kings Cross is a large development within central London which lies just behind Kings Cross station. The Eastern
Goods yard project provides a new campus for Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design. The main central
elements of the Kings Cross site are a grade 2 listed Granary building and two Eastern and Western transit sheds. As
part of this sizeable development MERO-SCHMIDLIN have provided most of the glazed elements and accompanying
architectural steelwork.
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Client: Argent (Kings Cross) Ltd
Architect: Stanton William
Construction Manager: BAM Construction Ltd
Completed: Phase 1 - 2011, Phase 2, 2012
Scope of works: Design, manufacture and
installation of architectural steelwork, glazing
and cladding for ten individual packages

Unison HQ, London
As part of the new headquarters for the union Unison, MERO-SCHMIDLIN have created a lightweight freeform roof
and facade over the central atruim area, linking the refurbished listed buildings of the former Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital with the newly built office blocks. The meandering ridge of the roof represents the ‘S’ in the Unison logo.
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Client: Unison
Architect: Squire and Partners
Construction Manager: BAM Construction Ltd
Completion: 2010
Scope of works: Design, manufacture and
installation of bespoke freeform glazed atrium roof
and vertical facade with integrated opening vents

23 Savile Row, London
Located in the heart of London’s prestigious Mayfair district on the world renowned Savile Row, the new office and
retail development at 23 Savile Row features an extensive scope of works by MERO-SCHMIDLIN. Standing on the
former location of the English Heritage headquarters, the entire site has been rebuilt as a high class Portland stone
clad six storey office building, with retail space to the ground floor and a central atrium lightwell.
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Client: New Burlington Developments Ltd
Architect: Eric Parry Architects
Construction Manager: Mace Ltd
Completion: 2009
Scope of works: Design, manufacture and installation of punched
windows, ground floor retail and office glazing, full building
height glazed curtain walling facade to entrance recess, glazed
atrium roof, internal glazed atrium walls and entrance canopy.

Chessington Community College, Surrey
Chessington Community College has undergone extensive demolition and redevelopment of the original school
buildings under one of the first DfES funded ‘Building Schools for the Future’ redevelopment programmes. At the core
of the rebuilt complex lies a huge multi-storey atrium topped with a lightweight ETFE clad roof designed, supplied
and installed by MERO-SCHMIDLIN.

Client: Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
Architect: IID Architects
Main Contractor: Willmott Dixon Construction Ltd
Completion: 2008
Scope of works: Design, manufacture and installation of
atrium roof structure and cladding, including opening vents
and 14m high support columns to sports hall elevation.
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London Heathrow Terminal 3
The new canopy at London Heathrow Terminal 3 is part of British Airport Authority’s plan to re-develop the terminal
and modernise the forecourt. The canopy standing 11m high and 138m long provides substantial shelter for passengers entering and exiting the airport. The steelwork structure comprises fabricated plate girder box beams clad with
inflated ETFE cushions, spanning bays of 18m long by 3.8m wide. Banks of LED lights are positioned each side of the
primary members reflecting coloured light onto the underside of each cushion at night.
Client: British Airports Authority
Architect: Foster and Partners
Construction Manager: Mace Ltd
Completion: 2007
Scope of works: Main structural steelwork and 3800m2 of ETFE cushion
cladding to surface of canopy, integrated drainage system and man-safe system.

Project: American Airlines, Kerb-Side Check-in Kiosk
Client: British Airports Authority
Architect: Foster and Partners
Construction Manager: Mace Ltd
Completion: 2008
Scope of works: Main structural steelwork with insulated glass units and
insulated aluminium cladding to structure, including automatic double doors.
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Workhouse Square, McDonagh Junction, Kilkenny
The mixed use redevelopment of McDonagh Junction, Kilkenny, Eire features a 50 unit shopping mall at its heart, with
the renovated heritage buildings of the Kilkenny Workhouse bounding a 1600m2 courtyard, covered by a free standing MERO-SCHMIDLIN canopy.

Client: Chesterbridge Development Ltd
Architect: Anthony Reddy Associates
Main Contractor: McNamara Construction
Completion: 2007
Scope of works: 1600m2 single glazed free standing canopy with
secondary lower level lean-to canopy and north elevation entrance facades.
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Adamstown & Parkwest Railway Stations, Dublin
The space frame canopy measuring 50m by 30m over the new Adamstown railway station is supported in only four
separate locations. Clad in a lightweight tensioned PTFE fabric the entire structure appears to float above the station
concourse. The Parkwest canopy, identical to Adamstown, was constructed further down the line a year later.

The canopy was constructed entirely at ground level and lifted into place over night
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Client: Iarnrod Eireann
Architect: Building Design Partnership (Ireland) Ltd
Main Contractor Adamstown: Laing O’Rourke Ireland Ltd
Main Contractor Parkwest: Sisk Civil Engineering Ltd
Completion: Adamstown 2006, Parkwest 2008
Scope of works: Space frame canopy including PTFE cladding,
mansafe access system and rainwater management.

Wintergarden Conservatory, Gloucestershire
The stunning high performance winter garden enclosure forms the main focal point for the new build private mansion in Gloucestershire. Serving as a unique and beautiful multi-use space, the winter garden links the main house to
the indoor pool, bowling alley and garage, and features a toroidal roof and undulating facade. The ultra-high performance triple insulated glass units help to maintain a constant temperature within the building.
Client: Private development
Architect: Roberts and Gardner
Completion: 2006
Scope of works: 46m x 22m toroidal glazed roof and facade to
wintergarden, including four sets of doors, integral canopy extension,
integrated electronic facade blinds and automatic roof vents.
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Manchester Transport Interchange
Located directly between the Arndale Centre, CIS building and the Printworks in the heart of the city, the newly
constructed transport interchange in Shudehill, Manchester, provides a new and vital transport hub linking bus, tram,
car and foot passengers together on one site.
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Client: Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive
Architect: Jefferson Sheard Architects and Ian Simpson Architects
Main Contractor: Costain Ltd
Completion: 2005
Scope of works: Structural Glazing system with secondary support steelwork,
incorporating window cleaning system and signage framework.

BBC Broadcasting House, London
The BBC’s Portland Place Radio Headquarters has been at the forefront of broadcasting since it’s construction in 1932.
Now grade II listed, the art deco building has undergone an extensive redevelopment and expansion programme to
house the Corporation as it steps forward into the digital age.

Client: Land Securities Trillium / British Broadcasting Corporation
Architect: McCormac Jamieson Prichard Ltd
Main Contractor: Bovis Lend Lease Ltd
Completion: 2005
Scope of works: Twin skin curtain walling and rainscreen with low level
glazed canopies to Old Broadcasting House and new Egton wing. Glazed
entrance screens with doors to Old Broadcasting House reception area.
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Farnborough Airport Terminal Building, Hampshire
A new Terminal Building for TAG Farnborough Ltd. 25,000 diamond shaped aluminium shingles form the majority of
the exterior of the building, each interlocking with it’s adjoining shingles to provide the buildings unique skin. The
overlapping of the shingles creates an interesting textured finish to the building when viewed close up, yet provides
a smooth uniform effect at a distance. The air traffic control tower, also by MERO-SCHMIDLIN, was constructed in 2002
prior to the terminal building and is clad using the same aluminium shingle system.
Client: TAG Farnborough Airports Ltd
Architect: 3D Reid
Construction Manager: TAG Farnborough Airports Ltd
Completion: 2005
Scope of works: Mill finished ‘Falzonal’ aluminium shingle cladding to the
building envelope, first and second floor ribbon window frameless glazing, with
aluminium cladding to the open ends of the building and window recesses.
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Other Completed Projects
MERO-SCHMIDLIN (UK) PLC

Glasgow Science Centre

The Point, London

The Deep, Hull

Lion Plaza, London

No.1 Deansgate, Manchester

The chq Building, Dublin

The Eden Project, Cornwall

The O2 Performance Wall, Peninsula Square, London

Photo: adam elder © 2005 Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body

The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh
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Fingal County Council Offices, Dublin

Canary Wharf Underground Station, London

Blackburn Station, Lancashire

